
Peer Frontiers 

The Power  of Co- Design



Welcome/Who We Are
Alicia Raimundo 
(they/them)

Funmilade Adeniyi- Taiwo 
(he/him)

Liz Beefor th 
(they/them)

Rachel Bromberg 
(she/her )

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alicia intro



Land Acknowledgement

We will take a moment 
to pay our  respects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As facilitators of this space, and as many of us are settlers on this land which is now called Toronto, it is our collective responsibility to pay respect to the fact that conference takes place on the territories of the Huron-Wendat and Petun First Nations, and the Mississaugas of New Credit.  We are all treaty people who live, work and organize on occupied land. In recognizing that this space occupies colonized First Nations territories, and out of respect for the rights of Indigenous people in Canada, we acknowledge our traumatic colonial histories and present-day implications and to honour, protect and sustain this land. Thank you



Comfort Agreement

● A set of community guidelines co- created 
by facilitators and par ticipants

● Helps us set intentions, create a shared 
sense of safety and value in our  space

● A working document, responsive and 
open to change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We welcome your questions!



Check-In

Name

Pronouns

What shape are you 
feeling today?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please check-in with your neighbour1-2 min



Group Reflection

What are bar r iers?

What bar r ier s might exist in  our  
organizations?

What bar r ier s may prevent people 
from giving us honest feedback?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Funmi Define barriers group-style with a white board or flip chart



What  is Co-Design

Definition

Co- Design & Stella’s Place

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AliciaDefine co-designTalk about history of co-design at Stella’s



The Power of Co-Design

Avenues for  
feedback & ongoing 
projects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AliciaAvenues for feedback - ongoing co-designOngoing projects - YAC, Studio, Spectrums



Program Review: Bean Bag Chat

● Text- based peer  suppor t app

● Low- bar r ier  way for  young 
people to access suppor t from 
wherever  they are

● Co- designed with young adults 
to respond to the needs they 
identified

You’re valid

And you’re valid

Everyone’s valid!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bean Bag Chat is an online peer support platform - people can download the Bean Bag Chat app to their phones and message in to get support with whatever is going on in their lives. This platform was designed to create a low-barrier way for young people to access services from wherever they are, in a way that feels comfortable for them. A lot of young adults find text-based support less intimidating than traditional face-to-face services, and Bean Bag Chat was created to respond to this need. History of codesign with BBC: BBC was co-designed by 9 young adults who stayed with the project for a year and a half. We had a nice mix of genders, living in different areas in the city, and different mental health challenges. 



Program Review: NexJ Connected Wellness

What we were given?

What did we want to 
provide? 

How did we navigate 
exper ience vs. expectation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FunmiWhat were given ? A pretty rigid platform designed for an older population with physical health challenges like heart disease, diabetes, stroke A team of developers who had little understanding of the young adult community mental health space A co-design team that had a ton of ideas on how we could make the platform more engaging, and how to adopt it into our servicesWhat did we want to provide?An experience tailored to each participants’ needs- i.e. a diverse and engaging enough library, trackers that related to what young adults would be interested in tracking, peer check-ins and group forums that gave partciipants the space to express themselves, workbooks and questionnaires with simple but impactful information. A situation where peer supporters were not out of their depth with regard to the format of the check-insEnough feedback to our developers to give them a better idea of how to enter the young adult mental health spaceOpportunity for participants to give us feedback in a safe way on how the program could be more responsiveHow did we navigate experience vs expectation?We made a songWe ventedWe thought we wanted to quitThen we pulled ourselves back up because at the end of the day, we had to remember why we started and what we needed to do to serve our participants



Program Review: Stella’s Studio
● First &  longest- running service program

● Founded by young adults, not staff

● Peer , community, and par ticipant led

● Accessible, safer  space

● Not therapy; a different way 
of healing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LizStudio has been running for over 3 years. We are an arts-based community of young adults with lived mental health experiences ages 16-29. We do something different every week, and every week we see a mix of new and old faces.This year so far, over 400 people have attended Stella’s Studio.Studio is a different space because it’s for and by folks with lived experience, like myself, but at the same time it’s not mired in mental health speak - we’re not there to exhume our traumas and talk about our feelings, it’s a place to just be and be creative and silly. Studio is an antidote to the high-pressure perfectionism that so many of us experience out in the world – we encourage play, experimentation, and process-oriented expression, and while as I said, we aren’t a mental health space, there’s no pressure to mask. Even as a facilitator, I can show up and say “today is hard, but I’m here” and be radically accepted as I am. 



Successes

- Providing low- bar r ier  mental 
health services to hundreds of 
par ticipants

- Responding to our  community’s 
needs with innovative 
programming and service

- Implementing new training and 
policies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TeamAlicia to talk about broad successes for SPFunmi talk about NCW, Rachel BBC, Liz StudioLiz: Studio has touched so many people! About 400 people this year! We’re growing in new and exciting ways, started Art in the Cafe drop-in as off-shoot of Studio to meet demand of folks wanting to work on ongoing pieces and have a less structured environment.Humans reaching out to BBC often before accessing in-person services - creates comfort with Stella’s Place, low-barrier way to reach out for the first time, builds confidence to come in personNCW is challenging but the particiapnts who engage with us enjoy the thoughtful content we’ve worked to create and appreciate the opportunity to reflect on their supports, strengths & skills, and create their own wellness toolkits for tough times.



Challenges
- Growing in a way that honours accessibi l i ty &  diversi ty
- Learning that we can’t be everything to everyone
- Working to develop meaningful par tnerships to help us meet these goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TeamBBC - not having budget to do all the things we want to do, need to do one thing well (chat) so needed to not listen to young adults about what they wanted there, not enough money to add features to app, how to prioritize, organizational necessities such as chat hours from 4:30-7:30 instead of later, how to balance competing feedback, who to listen to when Valuing lived experience in “professionalized” orgs - making peers feel safe sharing their experiencesHow do we create physical space that shows young people (or POC, indigenous people, etc.) that their voices and selves are welcome here? How to make co-design groups representative?Focus on meaningful partnerships - what does that actually mean & look like? How do we measure the value of a partnership? - Our development team + other staff (i.e. Relationship w. Sketch, Egale) responds to feedback from participants . We also proactively seek out partnerships that improve inclusivity and accessibilit for our community Liz and the Anishnaawbe partnership, Alicia and Liz reaching out to Public Health) . Peers do a lot of work when it comes to building partnerships. 



Reflection: Successes and Challenges
Take a moment to reflect on your  home organization and/or  personal practices. 

● What is working well?

● Who are you serving?

● Who are you not serving?

● What bar r ier s might diverse & underserved populations be exper iencing in 
accessing your  space or  providing you with honest feedback?

● What are oppor tunities for  growth and co- design in your  practice and/or  
organization?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachel



Closing

What actions will you take

today
this week 
this year  

to amplify and listen to the voices of 
the people you aim to serve in your  

work?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RachelDo with neighbor 
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